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Using Context: Complete the Grid
Read the passage below. Pay special attention to the underlined words. Complete the grid at the 
bottom of the page. 

Word part of speech What do you think it means? What were your clues?

1. approximate

2. Formerly

3. monarchy

4. republic

5. parliament

6. colonized

7. cuisine

8. paradise

France
France is a country in Europe. It has the approximate size of the U.S. state of Texas. Formerly a 
monarchy, the country is now a republic, led by a president and a parliament, which is an elected 
body of members representing the citizens. 

France has a long history as a major European power. At one time, it colonized areas of Africa, 
North America, Asia and the South Pacific. 

France is famous for its fine cuisine, with excellent restaurants and chefs. It has long been an artist’s 
paradise, with numerous art galleries and painting opportunities. 

Name: ___________________________
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Using Context: Complete the Grid
Read the passage below. Pay special attention to the underlined words. Complete the grid at the 
bottom of the page. 

Word part of speech What do you think it means? What were your clues?
Example of correct answers:

1. approximate adjective about

2. Formerly adverb once

3. monarchy noun kingdom

4. republic noun democracy

5. parliament noun elected body

6. colonized verb settled

7. cuisine noun food

8. paradise noun heaven

Student answers will vary for columns 3-4. 

France
France is a country in Europe. It has the approximate size of the U.S. state of Texas. Formerly a 
monarchy, the country is now a republic, led by a president and a parliament, which is an elected 
body of members representing the citizens. 

France has a long history as a major European power. At one time, it colonized areas of Africa, 
North America, Asia and the South Pacific. 

France is famous for its fine cuisine, with excellent restaurants and chefs. It has long been an artist’s 
paradise, with numerous art galleries and painting opportunities. 

KeyName: ___________________________
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